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Abstract: We studied a novel spectroscopy setup where alkali atoms are infused in random
micro-porous glass and the light probing the atoms have a diffuse nature after the propagation
in this strong scattering medium.
OCIS codes: 300.6210, 300.6420.
1. Introduction
An increased interest for the study of disorder is recently observed in the domain of optics and spectroscopy, as can be
exemplified by the research on random lasers [1] [2], weak and strong Anderson localization ( [3] and refs. therein),
imaging and focussing through or inside highly scattering media [4–7] or the spectroscopywith diffuse light in strongly
scattering media like ceramics [8–10] or opals of nano-spheres [11]. In these highly scattering media long effective
optical path lengths are observed opening the possibility to develop miniaturized spectroscopic cells.
For few years we have been studying the spectroscopy of dilute rubidium vapor confined to the micrometric interstices
of random porous glass where new and interesting problems arise. In this system the light field that probe the atoms
deep inside the porous medium is strongly scattered by the medium and have a propagation direction, amplitude and
phase strongly randomized. Moreover the volume confining the atoms is also randomized.
In a recent work [12] we have studied the resonant light transmission through this medium in the linear regimen.
Surprisingly at low atomic densities, no resonances can be observed. This result is a consequence of the strong spatial
randomization of light that introduces the impossibility to distinguish the photons directly coming from the laser from
those resonantly scattered by atoms. The photons absorbed by the atoms are almost entirely compensated by fluores-
cence. At high atomic densities, collisions of excited atoms with the pores wall became more probable introducing a
non-radiative decay mechanism and Doppler broadened resonances became then observables. The efficiency of this
non-radiative decay was used to consistently determine the characteristic pores dimension.
In this work we report recent experiments on non-linear spectroscopy in this singular system.
2. Sub-Doppler resonances in the back-scattered light
The atomic spectra detected at the back-scattered light from a porous cell are mainly composed of Doppler broadened
lines corresponding to the absorption of Rb atoms present in the interstitial cavities of the porous sample. However,
as shown at Fig.1(b), sub-Doppler resonances are also detected [13]. The presence of cross-over resonances indicates
that these features are due to saturated absorption (SA). Moreover, these resonances broaden as the detection angle θ
from the illumination direction is increased. These observations suggest that the incident beam propagates into the
porous medium a distance of the order of the scattering mean free path length without significant change in the wave
vector direction producing a velocity-selective saturation in the atomic vapor which is probed by radiation scattered
backwards in the direction determined by the detector position.
The finite detection solid angle of the diffuse probe radiation determines a spreading of the probe field wave-vector
which results in broadening of the SA resonances due to a residual Doppler broadening. At low intensities this
broadening mechanism was revealed as the dominant contribution to the linewidth under a small detection angle θ ∼
0. Two cells were used with mean pores dimension of 10 µm and 100 µm. For both cells we observed typically a
spectral width of 22 MHz for θ = 0 and low intensities, using a photodetector with a 0.81 mm2 surface at 10 cm from
the sample.
Fig. 1. (a) Scheme of the setup that include a beam splitter (BS) and a photodiode (PD) collecting
the back-scattered light at an angle θ from the incidence beam direction (the photograph shows a
porous cell); (b) detected atomic spectra as seen directly at the oscilloscope. The laser is scanned
around the 87Rb(F=2→ F’=1,2) and 85Rb(F=3→ F’=2,3) transitions.
Transit time broadening was not observed, however a direct manifestation of atomic confinement is observed at
the relative size of the cross-over (CO) resonances. As the atoms efficiently contributing to the CO have relatively
large velocities, the CO amplitudes, compared to the single transition resonances, are much smaller than the ampli-
tude observed at a standard cell. Moreover, CO amplitudes increases with the cell pore size. Atomic confinement is
also evidenced at the residual Doppler broadening of resonances as the detection angle θ is increased. CO resonances
experience a smaller residual Doppler broadening than the transition lines [13].
The experimental setup shown at Fig.1(a) is extremely simple, independent of the porous medium orientation, insen-
sible to its displacements, and the alignment require only a roughly positioning of the detector at the back-scattering
direction. Using a 10 µ m porous cell, 130 µW optical power and a beam diameter of 200 µm, a SA spectra is de-
tected with a typical signal to noise ratio of 50, suggesting its application to the development of miniaturized frequency
references.
3. Incoherent non-linear spectroscopy with the transmitted light
We have also studied the non-linear pump-probe spectroscopy using two different light fields [14]. These two fields
are independently scattered and randomized by the porous medium. Then at any position inside the sample the relative
phase of these fields changes stochastically and only effects that do not depend in the relative phase between fields
are detected. In the experiments described here a pump field was kept at a fixed frequency while a probe field was
frequency scanned over the D1 line transitions of both Rb isotopes. The non-linear response of the atomic medium
was measured at the light transmitted through the sample detecting the signal dependent on the product of both field
intensities. Two different mechanisms contribute to this incoherent non-linear signal. First, saturation of the atomic
medium by the pump, that is probed by the other field, and second, optical pumping between the ground levels.
A simplified theoretical model was developed to calculate the spectra line shapes. The model consider first the atoms
simultaneously resonant to both light fields that have randomized wave-vectors. This is the only consideration required
to explain the large variety of singular spectral shapes experimentally observed. In particular when the pump field is in
resonance with a given transition, the spectrum predicted is narrower than the Doppler profile. However, if the pump
field is detuned from resonance, the spectrum became considerably broader than de Doppler profile with a sharp decay
of the spectrum at its wings. When two nearby transitions are considered, a narrow peak appears (see Fig.2(h) and (k))
that is a direct consequence of the steepness of the decay of the spectra. The model also incorporates the prediction
of the relative amplitudes of the spectra using rate equations, that are justified in this case because coherent effect are
statistically averaged. The rate equation incorporates as the only free parameter a decay rate γ for all atomic levels
that accounts in a phenomenological way the interruption of the light-atom interaction due to the collisions with the
pores wall. A remarkable feature that should be mentioned is the high sensitivity of the predicted line shapes with the
parameter γ that is directly linked to the pores dimension.
In the experimental setup, the light beams from two independent lasers were chopped at two different frequencies
and sent to the porous sample. A portion of the light intensity transmitted through the sample measured with a pho-
Fig. 2. (a-f) Experimental spectra measured in a 100 µm cell (a-c) and in a 10 µm cell (d-f) and the
corresponding theoretical predictions after a simplifiedmodel (g-l). The pump frequency is indicated
by the arrow. The dotted curve is a calculated linear response of the medium. An example of the SA
spectrum used as a probe frequency reference is also shown at (d).
todiode was synchronically detected at the sum of modulation frequencies to extract the non-linear signal. At Fig.2
are shown the experimental measurements for different pump frequencies, for a 10 µ m pores cell (Fig.2(a-c)) and for
a 100 µ m pores cell (Fig.2(d-f)). After a proper choise of the parameter γ , these measurements are well reproduced
with the simplified model, including the relative peaks amplitudes and signs.
The possibility to observe coherent resonances in the transmitted light, i.e. with light fields with its amplitude, phase
and propagation direction completely randomized is currently explored.
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